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Abstract

Step patterns on vicinal (2× 1) reconstructed surfaces of noble metals Au(110) and
Pt(110), miscut towards the (100) orientation, are investigated. The free energy of
the reconstructed surface with a network of crossing opposite steps is calculated in
the strong chirality regime when the steps cannot make overhangs. It is explained
why the steps are not perpendicular to the direction of the miscut but form in
equilibrium a network of crossing steps which make the surface to look like a fish
skin. The network formation is the consequence of competition between the – pre-
dominantly elastic – energy loss and entropy gain. It is in agreement with recent
scanning-tunnelling-microscopy observations on vicinal Au(110) and Pt(110) sur-
faces.

Key words: Vicinal single-crystal surfaces. Surface structure, morphology,
roughness, and topography. Surface relaxation and reconstruction. Surface
thermodynamics. Gold, platinum.

1 Introduction

Vicinal surfaces inevitably have steps which are, in general, perpendicular
to the miscut direction. For the (2 × 1) reconstructed surfaces like Au(110)
and Pt(110), however, the situation is different when the surface is miscut
towards the (010) orientation. Recent scanning-tunnelling microscopy (STM)
observations revealed that the single-height difference steps are not parallel
to [001̄], but run roughly in the [11̄1] and [11̄1̄] directions [1,2]. The steps
thus cross and form a network, also called ”textured pattern” or ”fish skin,”
according to the specific shape of the terraces bound by the steps.

A specific property of the steps on reconstructed FCC (110) surfaces is the
anisotropy in their energy. The step energy is high (of the order 0.1 eV) for
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Fig. 1. Cross section through the (2 × 1) reconstructed (110) surface of an FCC
crystal. (a) A (3 × 1) and a (1 × 1) step. (b) Two opposite (3 × 1) steps.

steps perpendicular to the missing rows and low (∼ 10−3 eV) when they are
parallel to the missing rows. Two types of low-energy single-height-difference
steps can be formed, the (3 × 1) and the (1 × 1) steps, after the size of their
exposed (111) facets, see Fig. 1. The two types of steps have opposite lateral
shifts in the topmost atomic row positions so that the rows on the right hand
and on the left hand terraces are in phase. In general, the two types of steps
have different energies. Calculation with the embedded-atom method tells us
that the (3× 1) steps have lower energy than the (1× 1) steps [3]. Indeed, the
(3 × 1) are also the predominant steps seen in STM on Au(110) and Pt(110)
[1,2]. The difference in energy is connected with chirality, i.e., the A − B and
the B − A steps are not equivalent [4]. In the strong chirality regime when
the energy of the (1 × 1) step is much higher than the energy of the (3 × 1)
step, only the (3 × 1) steps are thermally excited. Here we will consider the
strong chirality case so that the presence of the (1 × 1) steps is negligible.
At each (3 × 1) step the phase in the position of the topmost atomic rows
is shifted laterally by +π/2. Two (3 × 1) steps together thus cause a phase
shift of π, they form an Ising (antiphase) domain boundary, the missing rows
on the terraces A and A′ are out of phase, see Fig. 1(b). For this reason, the
(3 × 1) steps cannot make overhangs (loops back, shown in Fig. 2(a)) in the
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Fig. 2. Overhangs of a step on a reconstructed surface. (a) Because of the (2 × 1)
reconstruction, the overhangs in the y direction of a (3 × 1) step alone are not
allowed, only overhangs where the (3 × 1) step changes into a (1 × 1) are possible.
(b) The overhangs in the x direction increase the length, projected on the x axis
and thus increase the number of broken atomic bonds.

[1̄10] direction [5]. If the overhangs were allowed, then one can get from A to
A′ around the overhang without crossing any domain boundary or step, so the
A and A′ terraces should be in phase. Like in the four-state Potts model, (a
multiple of) four steps must meet in a vertex (at least two lines cross or four
lines terminate).

As already mentioned, a miscut of a (110) surface towards the (010) orienta-
tion is expected to produce steps, parallel to the [001̄] (x) axis. The energy of
such steps is very high because some additional surface-atoms bonds are bro-
ken there. Meandering of steps in the y ([1̄10]) direction, on the other hand,
creates sections, parallel to the y direction, which have much lower energy
than the sections parallel to the x axis. At finite temperature, therefore, the
steps are not straight lines along the x axis but make many thermally excited
excursions in the y direction. However, as the overhangs in the y direction
are forbidden in the strong chirality regime, and the overhangs in the x direc-
tion are energetically costly and rare as they increase the number of broken
bonds (see Fig. 2(b)), the step excursions are possible only in one direction.
Depending on the orientation of steps, the step excursions are either in the +y
(”up,” left-hand step in Fig. 1(b)) or in the −y direction (”down,” right-hand
step in Fig. 1(b)). Notice that the steps of the same kind cannot cross. When
the imposed inclination is exactly in the y direction, there must be an equal
density of ”up” and ”down” steps which inevitably interpenetrate, the steps
form a network, shown schematically in Fig. 3, which was also observed in the
scanning-tunnelling microscopy [1,2].

The aim of this paper is to investigate the stability of step patterns. Special
emphasis will be on thermally-induced but chirality-restricted meandering of
steps and on the elastic interactions between them. In the following Section we
shall analyse the energy and entropy of different step configurations and of the
step crossings. The elastic interaction energy between the steps, calculated in
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Fig. 3. View on a vicinal reconstructed (110) surface, miscut towards (100). The
missing rows are parallel to the y axis. The (3× 1) steps are either ”up” or ”down”
and form a characteristic pattern. Terraces between the steps resemble on a fish
skin. The steps make no overhangs and the steps of the same kind never cross. The
average separations between the step crossings, vertices, are M and N in the x and
y directions, respectively.

Section 3, will be used to evaluate the free energy in Section 4. In Section 5 the
model will be applied to the reconstructed surfaces of Au(110) and Pt(110).

2 Step Energetics

At a single-height step which is perpendicular to the missing rows, one atomic
bond along the missing rows is broken per unit length a. The step energy V
(per unit length) is high (V ≫ kBT ), a step is seldomly thermally excited in
this direction. However, with the miscut towards the (010) orientation, such
steps are imposed on the surface. The average step separation in the y direction
(measured in units of atom spacings a/

√
2) is N + 1/2 = (2 tan θ)−1 where N

is the average number of atoms in a top row on a terrace and θ the miscut
angle. Meandering without overhangs introduces sections of steps parallel to
the y direction but maintains the total number of broken bonds constant.
The energy of such sections (per a/

√
2) is denoted by ǫ and is much smaller

than V . If we neglect the energies of kinks and take into account that the
overhangs are forbidden by the strong chirality condition, the energy of a step
that extends M unit cells in the x and N atom spacings in the y directions
(see Fig. 3) is simply MV + Nǫ.

Meandering of steps introduces also vertices, crossings of ”up” with ”down”
steps. At a vertex two opposite steps meet and form a short segment (length
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N ′ ≪ N) of a narrow Ising domain wall oriented parallel to the y axis and
with the energy ηN ′ [6]. The vertex energy is W = (η − 2ǫ)N ′ and it is
related to the short-range elastic interaction between the steps. From the
experimental evidence of separate Ising (deconstruction) and roughening (or
wetting) transitions [7,8], the conclusion was reached that the interaction is
weak but attractive, i.e., η < 2ǫ. The average density of vertices is (NM)−1.
N is determined by the miscut angle and M will be a variational parameter,
related to the average angle φ at which two opposite steps cross: tan(φ/2) =√

2M/N .

Thermally induced step fluctuations increase the step energy on one hand but
also the entropy on the other hand. In the following, we shall approximate
the step texture by a regular lattice of vertices connected by step segments
which fluctuate without overhangs. A step segment with fixed ends at (0, 0)
and (M, N) has

P =
(M + N)!

M !N !
(1)

different configurations with the same step energy. The free energy of such a
segment and one vertex is

F (M, N) = MV + Nǫ − kBT ln
(M + N)!

M !N !
+ W. (2)

This free energy expression is minimal at finite M/N . However, this step free
energy is not complete and the minimum is at wrong M/N . In the following
Section the elastic contribution to the free energy will be calculated.

3 Elastic Interaction Between Steps

Long-range elastic interaction between steps has been first discussed by Mar-
chenko and Parshin [9]; see also [10–12]. A step exerts elastic forces which
result in an elastic displacement field in the bulk. The displacement field of a
step interacts with the elastic forces of other steps and the interaction energy
is the elastic contribution to the surface free energy density.

In the continuum elasticity theory, the force on the underlying elastic contin-
uum exerted by the step i running parallel to the y′ axis (which is, in general,
not parallel to y) is described by a force doublet localized at the step i [9–11]:

~Fi(x
′) = ~fδ′(x′). (3)
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fx′ = f‖ describes the local stretch of the surface which is the same for the

”up” and ”down” steps, and fz = τa/
√

8 is a local torque, which tends to
twist the crystal around the y′ axis, τ is the (tangential) surface stress.

As usually, we will calculate the elastic energy neglecting the fluctuations of
the step (assuming straight lines) and assuming an isotropic bulk.

3.1 Elastic energy of parallel steps

The elastic interaction energy between two parallel steps i and j a distance ℓ
apart is [9–11]:

Eij =
2(1 − σ2)

πE

~f1 · ~f2

ℓ2
=

2(1 − σ2)

πE

f 2
‖ + f 2

z

ℓ2
, (4)

where E is the Young modulus and σ the Poisson ratio. When the surface is
covered with an infinite array of equidistant parallel steps, the step interacts
with all the other steps. If ℓ is the distance between two neighbouring steps,
the elastic contribution to the surface energy density is

ep =
1

ℓ

∑
i>j

Eij =
π(1 − σ2)

3E

f 2
‖ + f 2

z

ℓ3
, (5)

parallel steps of the same kind always repel.

3.2 Elastic energy of two crossing steps

Now we will calculate the elastic interaction energy of an ”up” step with a
”down” step that cross at (x′, y′) = 0. Let the step 1 be along the y′ axis and
let the angle between the steps be φ. The elastic interaction energy, if both
steps are infinitely long, is:

E12(φ) = −
+∞∫

−∞

dx′ dy′~F1(x
′) · ~u2(x

′, y′), (6)

where ~u is the displacement field of the second step at (x′, y′),

~u2 = −2(1 − σ2)

πE

~f2

r
(7)
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and r the shortest distance between the point (x′, y′) and the step 2,

r = |x′ cos φ + y′ sin φ|. (8)

Since the two crossing steps are always opposite to one another, we have
f2,z = −f1,z, whereas f2,x′ = f‖ cos φ. Partial integration of (6) over x′ yields:

E12(φ) =
2(1 − σ2)

πE

+∞∫

−∞

dy′

r2
[f 2

‖ cos2 φ + f 2
z cos φ]. (9)

Obviously, the continuum theory breaks down for small r, therefore we inte-
grate over |r| > a and incorporate the remaining short-range interaction into
the vertex energy W . The energy of two crossing steps is then:

E12(φ) =
4(1 − σ2)

πEa
[f 2

‖ cos2 φ − f 2
z cos φ]

1

sin φ
+ W. (10)

The expression (10) diverges for φ = 0 when the steps overlap. Nevertheless,
we notice that the square bracket reduces to f 2

‖ + f 2
z for parallel steps of the

same kind (φ → π) and to f 2
‖ − f 2

z for opposite (antiparallel, φ → 0) steps,
in agreement with [9]. From Eq. (10) it is also evident that two perpendicular
steps do not interact elastically.

4 The free energy density

Using the results of the previous Sections, the free energy density (per unre-
constructed surface unit cell) becomes equal to:

f(ξ) = a +
b

ξ
+

(c − dξ2)(1 − 2ξ2)

ξ2(1 + 2ξ2)
+ e

(1 + 2ξ2)3/2

ξ3

−kBT

N
[ln(

1 + ξ

ξ
) +

ln(1 + ξ)

ξ
] (11)

where

ξ =
M

N

a =
V

N
,
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b =
1

N
(ǫ +

W

N
),

c =

√
2(1 − σ2)

πEN2a
(f 2

‖ − f 2
z ),

d =
2
√

2(1 − σ2)

πEN2a
(f 2

‖ + f 2
z ),

e =
π
√

2(1 − σ2)

24EN3a
(f 2

‖ + f 2
z ) =

π2

48N
d.

The first term in (11) is the energy of a step, parallel to the x axis. At constant
miscut angle, the first term does not influence the equilibrium shape of the step
patterns, it only shifts the energy. The second term is the contribution of the
step segments that are parallel to the y axis and a contribution from the vertex
energy. The third and the fourth terms are the elastic energies of crossing and
parallel steps, respectively. The last term is the entropy contribution to the free
energy assuming a regular lattice of vertices. The entropy tends to increase the
density of steps and to decrease the angle between the opposite steps. Since
the entropy is calculated for a step fluctuating only within a finite, M × N
rectangle, the ”loss of entropy” which leads to a ∼ 1/ℓ2 repulsion between
parallel steps [10] is properly taken into account in (11).

In principle, the ratio ξ = M/N is arbitrary, 0 < ξ < ∞. However, the free
energy diverges for ξ ≪ 1 and goes to (d + 2

√
2e) for ξ ≫ 1. ξ is determined

from the condition that f is minimal and it is finite at finite temperature.

5 The case of Au(110) and Pt(110)

The above results will now be applied to investigate the stability of step pat-
terns on Au(110) and Pt(110) surfaces at room temperature (kBT = 25 meV).
At this temperature, the surface diffusion (of Au) is probably high enough to
enable equilibration of steps on lengthscales of ≈ 100 Å in less than an hour or
so [13]. The parameters, used in the estimates are collected in Table 1. Since
f‖ is not known, we take |f‖/fz| = r as a parameter. The vertex energy is
small (W/N ≪ ǫ), therefore it will be neglected in calculating the free energy
(W = 0).

Fig. 4 shows individual contributions to the free energy density (11) for vicinal
Au(110) surfaces with W = 0 and r = 4. The free energy density is minimal
at ξ ≈ 4. At large ξ (when the steps are almost parallel to the x axis), the
entropy term prevails whereas at small ξ (when very dense steps are almost
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Fig. 4. Free energy density f and individual contributions to f for Au(110) surface
with 2.7◦ miscut (N = 10), W = 0 and r = 4. The free energy density has a
minimum at ξ = M/N ≈ 0.4.

perpendicular to the x axis) the energy density prevails. At short ξ, the elastic
interaction energy is more important than the step energy. For r >∼ 2, the
dominant contribution to the energy density comes from elastic interactions
between crossing opposite steps.

The equilibrium values of the average angle φ between opposite steps as a
function of the miscut angle θ for reconstructed Au and Pt (110) surfaces are
shown in Fig. 5. Even for vanishingly small miscut angles the steps form the
specific patterns. In the limit as θ → 0, when the step separation diverges
(N → ∞), the elastic energy contributions per surface unit cell vanish as
1/N2 or as 1/N3, and the equilibrium step-crossing angle is given by

φ = 2 tan−1[
√

2(eǫ/kBT − 1)]. (12)

Table 1
Parameters of the model for Au and Pt.

ǫ E σ τ

10−3 eV GPa J/m2

Au(110) 1.8 a 80 b 0.42 b 1.0 c

Pt(110) 2.3 d 147 b 0.39 b 1.6 c

aFrom Ref. [3],
bAnnealed metal, from Refs. [12] and [14] ,
cTangential surface stress of spherical crystallites, from Ref. [15],
dEstimated on the basis of the critical temperatures for Au(110) and Pt(110).
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Fig. 5. Average angle between crossing steps, φ, as a function of the miscut angle θ
for various values of r = |f‖/fz| and W = 0. (a) Au(110), and (b) Pt(110).

Only in the limit as T → 0 the steps become perpendicular to the miscut
direction – provided they are not frozen in a finite-temperature configuration.

6 Conclusions

It was shown that thermally activated fluctuations of steps, constrained by the
conditions of no overhangs and no crossings of the steps of the same kind, lead
to the characteristic step patterns. For the missing-row reconstructed surfaces,
the overhangs in the direction of missing rows are forbidden or appear with
very small probability in the strong chirality regime and the overhangs in
the direction perpendicular to the missing rows are virtually impossible if the
anisotropy in the step energy is strong enough (V ≫ ǫ). Both conditions seem
to be fulfilled in the case of the reconstructed (110) noble metal surfaces, like
Au(110) or Pt(110). The angle under which the opposite steps cross depends
on the miscut. For small miscut angles (θ <∼ 0.2◦) or r <∼ 1.5, the patterns
are determined by competition between the step energy and entropy. For θ >∼
0.2◦ and r >∼ 2, the competition between the elastic interaction energy and
the entropy controls the step patterns. The vertex energy W bears short-range
elastic interactions, it is usually small and was neglected in this paper.

It would be interesting to check the temperature dependence of the step pat-
terns experimentally. By measuring the angle between the steps, one can get
insight into the elastic interaction energy between the steps. In particular, one
could determine the ratio between the local stretch and local torque at the
steps, r = |f‖/fz|. From the length N ′ of the sections with two opposite steps
running next to each other, information on the vertex energy W could also be
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obtained.
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